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In a previous paper 1) one of us has derived three affine connexions in 
an almost Hermitian space that were characterized by the vanishing of 

0 

17; F ih and by certain conditions imposed on the tensor T;'l' = I'J, - r:. 
0 

where the I'?, are the parameters of the Riemannian connexion belonging 
to gill. Also a geometric interpretation of these connexions was given for 
the case where the space is complex. We prove in this paper that there is 
one and only one metric connexion satisfying 17; F 111 = 0 and admitting 
infinitesimal parallelograms in the real invariant 2-directions. Also the 
geometric interpretations of the three former connexions will be given for 
the general case. 

§ 1. The Xim with an almost complex structure 

If in an X:m of class 0'; r ~ 2 a mixed tensorfield of valence 2 is given 
and if the components of this field with respect to a system (h) of real 
coordinates ~h; h= I, ... , 2n, allowable in some neighbourhood, are real and 
of class 0'-1 and satisfy the conditions 

(1.1) Fii F? = -A~ 
then the X2n is said to possess an almost complex structure. Such an X 2,, has 
only real points. 

From (1.1) it follows that Fi,h has n eigenvalues +i and n eigenvalues 
-i and that at each point there exists at least one local coordinate system 
with respect to which the matrix of F takes the diagonal form with 
n values +i and n values -i in the diagonal. But this means that in 
X 2,. there must exist at least one (in general anholonomic) coordinate 

system (.x); .x=l, ... , n, ], ... , ii, with basis vectors eh and !;, such that 

( 1.2) " " F? = i e, eh - i e. eh " = 1, ... , n ; ii = 1, ... , n. 
" " 

The basis vectors are non real vectors in the local E 2,,. In this system 
the expression 

(1.3) 

is in general not a complete differential. The A~ are not real. 

1) K. Y ANO, On three remarkable affine connexions in almost Hermitian spaces, 
Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Amsterdam, ASS, 24-32 (1955). 
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If we write 1) 

( 1.4) 

we have 

def " Bf=e;e" 
" 

-
def" 

O~=e; e" 

" 

( 1.5) 

( 1.6) 

and 

BfBf.=Bt; BfO{=0 

Af = Bf +Cf 
0?~=0 0?0{=q• 

F? = iBf-iOf 

(1.7) 
!B,.~lt>< • 

.1.-VA ' 

01 * O ; 

B~ * 0 
A 

o~~s~ 
A-UA 

The p}' span a non real En in the local E 2.,, and the e" span another non 
A X 

real En that has no direction in common with the first. These E.,,'s are 
fixed by the tensor F'i_h and conversely this tensor is determined uniquely 
by them 2). We call them the invariant E.,,'s of Fi_h. Further there exists in 
every local E2n a set of 002n-2 planes that are in an invariant way connected 
with F?. Let uh be an arbitrary real vector and let v" be its transform by 
F, v''=u•F;". Then -u" is the transform of v" and the vectors u" and v" 
span such an invariant plane. We call these planes the invariant E2's of F;". 
At every point the infinitesimal affine transformationAf+ F?dt generates 
a !-parameter group of real central affine transformations that leave all 
these planes invariant and the sections of each plane with the two invariant 
En's are the directions that are invariant for the transformations of this 
group. 

We consider now the system of n homogeneous partial differential 
equations 

(1.8) e1o,/(~")=0 ; A=l, ... ,n 
;. 

or the adjoint system of n total differential equations 

(1.9) " e1 d~i = o ; ie = I, ... , n. 
In the case that the X2.,, is of the class cm and that also the F? are of the 
class 0"' we can discuss the integrability of these systems, that can also be 
written in the forms 

(1.10) 

(1.ll) 

IX} BP;/(~h)=O or {J) A~o;/(~11)=0 

IX} Cf d~i = 0 or {J) Af dr = 0. 

The integrability conditions of (1.10 {J) or (1.ll {J} are 

( 1.12} n;; defA; A• A;; 0 
~&µA= µ A O[i i] = 

1 ) Cf. J. A. SCHOUTEN, Ricci Calculus 1954 (here referred to as R. 0.). 
2) But for the sign. 
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where Qt_ are some of the components Q:fJ of the object of anholonomity 
with respect to the coordinate system (ix). If these conditions are satisfied 
the systems (1.8, 10) and (1.9, 11) are complete and there exist n inde
pendent solutions. In the same way the equations 

(1.13) 

or 

(1.14) 

form a complete system if and only if Q;1= 0. If both conditions are 

satisfied and if we denote the solutions by ~"' and ~"' respectively we get 
for the intermediate components of B and 0 

(1.15) 
\BP;~;;,= o 

I Cf Ai, de'= o 

CL o· ~"1 = 0 _, J 

or, introducing ~"', ~;;, as a holonomic coordinate system (ix') 

(1.16) 

"' ei e; = 0 
). 

!. 
e; ei = 0 

1, 

X 1 X 

from which we see immediately that the eh (eJ depend only on the e"(e;) 
Jt A 

;, ; 
and the d 1 (ei) only on the eh (e.J But this is aJso intuitively clear because 

~ j 

the e" must span at every point one invariant En and thee" the other En. 
V ~ 

Fm- (,x) we could now choose one of the holonomic coordinate systems 
just derived. Then all components Q;fl would vanish. If we have two 
different sets of solutions and denote them by ~", ~;; and ~"', ~-;;,, we have 

(1.17) 
( df' = B", cl~"' + B~ de 1 "' -x' 

/ = B~, cl~"' 

because B~, and OE vanish. But this means that the ~"' are analytic func-
" 

tions of the ~" ancl that the ~" are complex coordinates in a,n ordinary 
complex Xn from which the original X2,, is the auxiliary X 2n 1 ). It is also 
said that the X 2n has a complex structure or that its structure is induced 
by an ordinary complex Xn- Hence, as was proved first by ECKMANN and 
FRoLICHER 2 ) an almost complex structure in X 2,, of class ow is induced 

1 ) Cf. for an elaborate teeatment of the quantities in an ordinary complex X,. and 
its auxiliary X 2n, KC. VIII § 2-§ 8. 

2 ) tlur l'intl'.,µ;rabilite des strnctmcs presque eomplexos, C.H. 232, ~284-2286 ( Hl51 ). 
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by an ordinary X11 if and only if (1.10) (or 1.ll) forms a complete system, 
that is if .Q~A and .Ol;;: vanish. 

In the ordinary complex X11 we have tensors of the first and of the 
second kind with all indices without a bar or all with a bar respectively. 
Also we have hybrid quantities, that are quantities with different kinds 
of indices. To an ordinary tensor for instance P~,.µ there belongs always 

the complex conjugate tensor of the second kind P\- and in the auxiliary 
•"I' 

X2,. these quantities form together a quantity with 2n3 components 
P~;.µ, P~r; with respect to (,x). This quantity has the special property that 

at each point one part P~;.µ lies in one invariant E11 and the other part in 
the other E,,.. But a general tensor of X2,,. for instance Q1? has with respect 

to (tX) the components Q:";.", Qi"/, Q:i, Q:"{, Q:"-}'-, Q;/, Qi~", Qi/ and so it 
corresponds to one quantity of the first kind, one of the second kind and 
six hybrid quantities in Xn. If a quantity of X2n lies wholly in the invariant 
E,,.'s we call it pure and in every other case hybrid. For instance A~ and F? 
are pure tensors. Of course every quantity can be split up into a pure and 
a hybrid part by using B~ and er. This is very useful, especially for the 
case of valence 2. Because 

(1.18) 

the operators 

( 1.19) '0~ = BjCf + CJ B~ 

give the splitting up of every quantity of valence 2 and we have the 
formulae 

( 1.20) 
~ 0 = BB_+ CO ; 'O =BO+ CB 

( 00 = 0 ; O'O = O '00 = O 'O'O = 'O 

and 

( 1.21) 0 = ¼(AA-FF) 'O =¼(AA+ FF) 

in an abridged notation. Pure quantities of a valence higher than 2 can be 
treated in the same way. For instance P1/Ji is pure if and only if it is 
invariant for transvection with BBB+OOO and then transvection with 
every other combination, for instance BOB, gives zero and 

(1.22) 

and for instance 

(1.23) 

The condition of integrability can be put in another form. From (1.12) 
we get 

(1.24a) 
,.o;; -Bii"' o;;-Bno;;.,, Qh-
' µ}. - µ). "[i il - µi. h "[f i] -

' 1/ . Bii a;; F" h ! = 2 1, µ). h i)[i il ; 



(1.24b) 

or 

(1.25a) 

( 1.25b) 
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n" 1/ •oii B" p'" ;;.:µ~ = - 2 'l, µi h c)[i il 

n';, Qh 1/ · Bii" F'h ;;.: µJ. ;; = 2 i µJ. u[i il ; 

n!!,_ rJ, _ 1/ ·oH-,. p'h 
;;,:µ). .J:5,. - - 2'!, µ). U[i i]' 

Now, if P? is any tensor, it was proved by NrJENHUIS 1) that the expression 

( 1.26) 

is also a tensor. If we denote the Nijenhuis tensor of F? by Ni? we get 

(1.27) 

and this proves that N;? is pure in the indices ji. From (1.27) we get 

(1.98) N""h - 8 n;; Bi!• G!!:. + 8 Q" o;°A Bh _ ii - ;;.:µ,. ii " w j;1 H " 

or in another form 

(1.29) la) N~",." * O; conj. 

/3) N;;" * 0; conj. 

) N . -; * 8 11; . 
')I µJ. = ;;.:µ,.; COnJ. 

from which we see that N;? is hybrid in the indices ih. As the only non 

vanishing components of N;? are equal to SQ~;. and 8Q;°A we get the theorem 
of ECKMANN and FR6LICHER in the form: 

An almost complex X 2n of class cro is complex if and only if the Nijenhuis 
tensor of Fi,h vanishes. 

In the analytic case the vanishing of Ni? means that the two En-fields 
are building (complex) Xn's. But in the general case such an interpretation 
is impossible because there are no complex points in X 2n and therefore 
only real directions. In order to find a geometric interpretation in the 
general case we consider a vectorfield w, and its rotation w1, = 2clu w,1• 
Let u:;, = F-;,1• wh be its transform by F and u 1, the rotation of u,. Then it is 
easy to prove that 

(1.30) 

and this proves : 

A vector field with a hybrid rotation is always trans/ ormed by F into a 
vectorfield whose rotation is also hybrid, if and only if Ni?= 0 

and 

Ni? vanishes if and only if there exist m vectorfields such that their rotations 
and the rotations of their trans/ orms by F are hybrid and if among these 
2m vectorfields there are 2n linearly independent ones. 

1) Xn_1-forming sets of eigenvectors, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wet. Amsterdam, 
A 54, 200-212 (1951). 
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According to the first theorem a gradientfield must have a transform 
with a hybrid rotation. But this rotation ne.ed not be zero. 

§ 2. An intrinsic connexion in an almost Hermit·ian space 

An almost complex X 2n is said to be almost Hermitian if a symmetric 
tensor gih of rank 2n and class 0 1- 1 is introduced satisfying the condition 

(2.1) 

Using gih for raising and lowering of indices we see that F,h is a bivector. 
A general bivector in a 2n-dimensional flat metric space can be split up 
into n blades 1 ) and these blades are uniquely determined if the eigenvalues 
of the bivector are all different. But in the case of F;h the blades are 
undetermined and for each of the invariant E 2 's mentioned in § 1 the 
splitting up can be done in such a way that one blade just lies in this E 2• 

By gi/1 each E2 is now a real R 2 and the invariant En's are lying on the null
cone of gih and they cut each invariant R2 in its null directions. The trans
formations of the I-parameter group mentioned in § l are now rotations. 

We wish to establish now a connexion satisfying the conditions 
a. the connexion is metric: 

b. the two En-fields are invariant: 

(2.3) 17i Fil,= o 

c. in each invariant R2 there exist infinitesimal parallelograms. 
First we use the anholonomic coordinatesystem (x). \Ve remark that 

gih and F ih are hybrid and that (stars being dropped) 

(2.4) 
\ F;:;, = i g1:;,; conj. 

lF.,,=0; conj. 

From this we see that Niih is pure in all indices because 

(2.5) 

~ Nµ,-;, = O; conj. 

1 NP"" = 8 Q~i. g,,;.; conj. 
{ N µJ.x = 0 ; conj. 

The second condition expresses that every direction in a local En has 
to remain in the local En after parallel displaeernent, hence this eondition 
is equivalent with 

(2.6) f;) ~; conj. 

The third condition is equivalent with 

(2, 7) s·:." = O· 
µ/. ' 

S~/ = 0; conj. 

1) Cf. R.C., p, 46. 
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but because of the well known formula 1) 

(2.8) 

this leads to 

(2.9) ri,. = - 2 .Q~,l; conj. 

The first condition leads to the well known formula 2) 

0 
(2.10) I' .. /J = I',,p + S~'tt-S/p -Sl,, ; conj. 

and writing out this equation we get 

(2.11) 

lX) 

{3) 

y) 

b) 

0 r;,. = r;,. + s~~"; conj. 

" o,. - -
0 = I' µ'i. = I' µ'i. - Sj_;t g'"' g µµ; conj. 

" " 0" • ·1 --2 .f.Fµ,i = I'"'j,,i = I';;. -ST,,. g""g;J.; conj. 
- o_ -

O = r;,. = I';-i + (Sµ;.,.-Sµ...t-S;.,.µ) g""; conj. 

From these equations, (2.11 /3) and (2.11 y) are equivalent because of 
(2.8), and from them we derive 

0- -
2.13) S .. " = I'!: g"" g -· µ). "µ ;.;.> conj. 

Hence, in combination with (2.11 IX) 

0 0- _ 
(2.14) I'" = I'" + I'.3 g"" g -µ). µi. ><µ ;.;. conj. 

The connexion is now determined- by (2.6) and (2.14). 
From (2.11 b) we get 

- 0 -
(2.15) S ;,;." = - I'r';,A] ; Conj. 

but from (1.29 y) and (2.8) it follows that 

(2.16) S .. ,. - .Q" - 1/ N .. ;, · conJ·. µA - µJ. - 8 µJ. , 

because the Riemannian connexion is symmetric. Hence 

o_ -
(2.17) rr,,,.1 = - D; .. 3) ; conj. 

Now using the holonomic coordinates (h) we get from the first condition 
0 

for T;? = I'~i - n. the equivalent 

(2.18) 

1 ) Cf. for instance R.C., p. 169. 
0 

2) Cf. for instance R.C., p. 132. r;p = param. Riem. connexion. 
3) This is in accordance with R.C. (3.6 d) on p. 396 and (9.8) on p. 170. 
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The second condition is equivalent to 

(2.19) 
~ o = vi Fih = r\ Fil, - (Siik -siki -Siki) F~h -

( - (Sihk - sikh - shki) F? 

hence 

! 0 = F? V; Fil, = F? vi Fih - 2 ofr Si/ch + 
(2.20) 

+ 2 ort sih/, + 2 Ot? skhi· 

The third condition is satisfied if and only ifs;? is pure in ji because in 
every imTariant E 2 there lies one vector of each invariant E.,. Hence 

( 2.21) 

Now the expression (1.26) for Ni/' can also be written in the form 

0 0 

(2.22) Niih = 2 Fr? Will Fi]h - vi] Fm) 

and from this follows the identity 

(2.23) 

Hence from (2.20) and (2.23) and from the fact that Niih is pure we get 

(2.24) 

and consequently 

0 0 

(2.25) 
Tiih = 1/2(VhFJ F;1-½(f7iF0 F~1 -

o 
- 1/2 (fl; FJ F~l - ¼ Nhii 

by which equation the connexion is determined. For the analytic case with 
Ni?= 0 the connexion is of course identical with the unitary connexion 
in a U,. 1). For the pseudo-Kahlerian case it is Riemannian. 

§ 3. On the geometric interpretation of the three other connexions 

1. Take an arbitrary contravariant vector uh. We can associate with 
this contra variant vector a covariant vector defined by F ih uh. The hyper
plane representing the covariant vector F ih uh contains the direction 
representing the contra variant vector uh. So this is a so-called null-system. 

Now we transport the contravariant vector uh parallelly with respect 
to the Riemannian connexion from the point th to the point ~h+dt11. 
Then we get at th+dth 

(3.1) 

1) R.C. p. 395 ff. 
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Next we transport the covariant vector F 111 uh parallelly with respect 
to the affine connexion I'1, from the point ~h to ~h+d~. Then we get at 
~h+d~h 

or 

(3.2) Fu.uh-d$1((/i} +T;,1) F0 uh. 

We assume that the hyperplane representing (3.2) contains the direction 
representing (3.1) for any vector uh and for any displacement d~h. This 
condition can be expressed as 

(3.3) 

This; corresponds to the condition] which was used to get] the first 
connexion in the previous paper. 

2. Consider again a contravariant vector uh ,and a covariant vector 
F41,u" which contains the vector uh. We transport the covariant vector 
F ih uh parallelly with respect to the Riemannian connexion, and with 
respect to the affine connexion r,. respectively from the point ~h to the 
point ~h + uhe where e is an infinitesimal. 

Then we get at ~h+uhe 

F ih uh - ui e {f d F lh uh 

and 

We assume that these two vectors coincide for any vector 11,h. This 
condition can be expressed as 

(3.4) 

This corresponds to the condition which was used to get the second 
connexion in the previous paper. 

3. Now, if we assume that the autoparallel (Curves with respect to 
'rj. coincides with the geodesics of the Riemannian metric ds2=g0 drd~, 
then we have 

I'Ji) = {;~}. 

which can be expressed by T,i,t = 0 or by 

(3.5) 

This corresponds to the condition which was used to get the third 
connexion in the previous paper. 


